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It is matter of fact that the samples most chromatographers
have to face are rather complex for sample number and
compound variety.
In these situations, gradient elution is largely preferred for the
separation of analytes with different retention factors. In this
way it is possible to narrow the peak width of the later eluted
compounds and shorten the run time.
However, gradient separations have a principal drawback: after
each run they require column equilibration with the starting
concentration of the mobile phase before the next sample can
be injected.
In comparison to RPLC stationary phases, HILIC phases need
gradients with lower slope and longer equilibration times. This
is because in HILIC the separation is driven by the thickness
of the water layer that originates from the water in the mobile
phase. Changing the mobile phase composition will change the
water layer. However, this is a slow process and requires several
column volumes before the water in the water layer reaches
equilibrium with the mobile phase.
A HILIC mobile phase must always contain at least 2–3% of
water in the final mobile phase in order to allow the formation
of the water layer on the surface of stationary phase. Then a
gradient elution should be performed increasing the water
content up to a maximum of 40–50% in 20 minutes. Each HILIC
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column requires a different amount of column volume in order
to reach a complete equilibration. Let’s consider a general
column of dimensions 2.1 mm × 150 mm. The column volume
is ~300 µL (for calculation of the column volume, see HPLC
Solutions #101: Estimating Column Volume). HILIC columns need
20 column volumes, or more, for proper equilibration. This
means that at a mobile phase flow-rate of 200–400 µL/min, the
equilibration time will be between 30 and 15 minutes.
Insufficient column equilibration will cause shifting of the
retention times, resulting in poor reproducibility (Figure 1).
In order to shorten the equilibration time it is possible to
perform the equilibration step at a flow-rate higher, even
two‑fold, than the one used for the analysis. In HILIC this is
possible owing to the low viscosity of the mobile phase at high
organic content, which gives a low back pressure.
Another possibility of increasing the analysis throughput
shortening the equilibration step is to run the samples
continually allowing a fast but constant equilibration time
among the runs. In this case, the column reaches a dynamic
equilibrium and even if there is not a complete equilibration, it
is possible to obtain good reproducibility.
In the forthcoming instalment, we will discuss the effect of
sample diluent on HILIC retention and peak shape.
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Figure 1

Figure 1: Retention time shift between runs due to insufficient column equilibration.
Next Tip: Sample diluent
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